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USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

DXM by Hoopes Vineyard California Winemaker:  Anne Vawter

Wine tells a story of origin.  DXM is a story about California.  Our wines are thoughtfully produced robust wines compiled 

from wine-growing regions throughout California.  The grapes are harvested from premiere vineyards, curated by our 

talented winemaking team to embody the refined-yet varied- California terroir.  DXM  is perfect for special occassions, 

casual cocktails and every experience in between.

DXM Cabernet Sauvignon-2016 12/cs 20.95$   
Toasty and savory black fruit on the nose, with super-ripe blackberries and black cherries on the palate. So much vibrant fruit for 

the price, with sweet mint and toasty vanilla notes accenting the lush fruit. Really long on flavors, and not a rough edge to be 

found. This is a Napa cab in all but name, and drinks like twice the price. 

DXM Pinot Noir Napa- 2016 12/cs 20.95$     
This is a decent value in California pinot, with more complexity and depth than expected at the price. So many are overlty fruity 

and almost sweet. This strikes a leaner, drier and more savoury pose with cherry/strawberry fruit nicely meshed with earthy and 

herbal notes. It is mid-weight, balanced with fine tannin. Very good length. 

DXM Chardonnay, Santa Maria Valley- 2016 12/cs 20.95$   90 points- Wine Align
Luminous, with orchard fruit on the nose. A bite of crisp apples and pears at first, with a dash of vanilla for good measure. With 

time, honey-drizzled mango hints emerge, lending a welcome richness to the whole. Lush on the palate and long on the finish, 

this is a pure California chard in spades. An absurd value - 

Adobe Road Napa Valley and Sonoma, California Winemaker:  Garrett Martin

Adobe Road is a boutique winery producing artisan award winning wines from premium vineyards in both Napa and Sonoma 

counties.  Owner Kevin Buckler was professional race car driver turned vintner.

RACING CAR SERIES by Adobe Road---      Makes a Terrific gift for any Car Enthusiast
     REDLINE -2016 12/cs  $        59.00 90 Robert Parker
Premium Napa Valley Cabernet, Zinfandel, Malbec & Petite Syrah with lush Syrah from Sonoma to produce an 

impressive yet approachable red blend emcompassing the best fruit California has to offer.

     SHIFT-2016 12/cs  $        89.00 93+ Robert Parker

SHIFT is a daring combination of Zinfandel, Barbera, Grenache, Petite Syrah and Carignan.  It sports a cutting- edge 

metal label with a gated shirfter & the cork is topped with a 5-speed shift knob.  Impressive accolades

4 wines also available in a beautiful gift pack-  we need to order direct from winery, approxiamely $595.00 for 4 

premium wines from the best vineyards in California.  Sample gift pack available for viewing before purchase.

Wilson Wines Spirits INC is not permitted to sell beverage alcohol, rather we facilitate an arrangement whereby you can purchase from the LCBO 

All prices are subject to  HST and bottle deposit
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USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

Liparita Napa Valley, California Winemaker:  Anne Vawter

Liparita was one of the first brands in Napa to designate vineyard origin on the Label with Liparita Howel Mountain Claret.  And 

this was the first wine from California to win a gold medal at the Paris Exposition in  1900. The Liparita label now replicates the 

original design as is the concept of the wine.  We are focused on making great cabernets from extraordinary vineyards in the 

Napa Valley.  Our wines will always be unique expressions of the viticultural areas that make Napa Valley internationally 

renowned.

Liparita Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  2015-14.0% 12/cs 59.00$   

Aromas of black cherry, cedar, vainilla and baked plum, notes of cassis and tabacco.  Fig and blackberry in the mouth with 

smooth and supple entry.  Table ready with fine knit tannins and notes of nutmeg and cherry on the back palate.

Liparita Yountville V-Block Cabernet Sauvignon 2014  15.4% 12/cs 89.00$   94 Decanter

From the sophisticated to the sublime to the superb, there are countless ways to try to describe the expansive tastes of this 

sensational red. But why not let the wine do the talking and let the appreciation follow? Fleshy, ripened dark fruit, dark 

chocolate and graphite are all gripped by firm tannins and an enduring finish

USA   Napa, California                 Hoopes will be featured at LCBO Napa Tasting - Oct 5th Pack Price Press

Hoopes  Family Vineyard Oakville, and Napa Valley, California Winemaker:  Anne Vawter

Hoopes wines are classic cabs that capture the pure relationship between grape-grower and winemaker with an old-world-meets-

new-world style profile. The philosophy is simple: minimize after-harvest manipulation of the grape so that you can enjoy the 

most important ingredient in its true form. This is true grower-made wine. Our  Oakville vineyards are direct neighbours with 

Harlan, Bond, Cardinale & Heitz Martha's Vineyard.

Hoopla Yountville Napa Chardonnay-2017 12/cs 29.95$   90  Decanter

90% stainless steel, 10% barrel.  The flavor profile is bright, and crisp – like unoaked Chardonnays – while the mouthfeel is 

creamy and round – like other oaked counterparts. The proof is in the glass, a just right combination of heady fruit aromas, 

balanced, refreshing flavors and luscious finish.

Hoopes Genny's Carneros Chardonnay-2015 12/cs 49.95$   93 Wine Align

Jen has been working with Genny’s Vineyard for several vintages, and believes it is one of the most exceptional vineyards that 

she has worked with. Genny’s Vineyard has been farmed by a local family for decades, and is named after the family’s maternal 

grandmother. Carneros  is  a  very  difficult  area  to  farm.  It  is  a  cooler  area,  with maritime influences  so it is windy with thin 

soils. The vineyard is  very low yield, with small berry size and slow grape development. These tough farming conditions 

nevertheless build distinctive character.

Hoopla Cabernet  Sauvignon -2016 12/cs 39.95$   90  Decanter

An elegant Cabernet displaying a seductive redcurrant & blackcuurant nose.  

Hoopes Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon-2014   and also 2015 12/cs 79.95$   94 Decanter

Smoky char on the oak emphasizes savoury and earthy aspects .  A combination of tabacco leaf , pencil and compost

Hoopes Oakville Napa Valley Cabernet-2014 bottle 99.00$     95 Decanter In LCBO
Our flagship wine.  Crafted from our 10 acre vineyard in the heart of Oakville.  The soil is dense in geologic composition featuring 

4 different types of solis.  One, volcanic is unheard of in the Oakville sub appellation, with the exception of To Kalon and is rarely 

if ever present in the valley floor vineyards.    Farmed  & picked by hand, Hoopes fruit receves the highest attention to detail 

throught the entire  process.

In LCBO 

Vintages
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USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

Kinsella Estates Dry Creek Valley, Sonoma, California- Winemaker:  Thomas R Brown

This estate remains somewhat under the radar, but the high qualty emanating from their vineyards in Dry Creek merits serious 

attention.  From a high, sun-drenched  valley in the western foothills of Sonoma's Dry Creek Valley comes an exquisite Cabernet 

Sauvignon hand crafted with the ultimate expertise and care by esteemed winemaker, Thomas Rivers Brown. Kinsella Estates is  

organically farmed vineyard elevated 500 feet above the Russian River.  

Kinsella Spencer Vineyard  Cabernet Sauvingon- Sonoma  2013 6/cs  $ 129.00 93+ Parker

Ultra premium bottles truly unique,  

handcrafted in Italy with a commemorative coin

A blend of 92% Cabernet Sauvignon and 8% Petit Verdot, 345 cases produced, the  Spencer Vineyard is equally impressive, 

exhibiting more graphite notes along with licorice, underbrush and copious quantities of blackcurrant and blackberry fruit. The 

wine is full-bodied, with sweet tannin (characteristic of all of these Kinsella Cabernet Sauvignons

Kinsella Spencer Vineyard Cabernet Sauvingon- Sonoma  2016 6/cs  $ 129.00 94 J. Dunnuck

These releases are made by Thomas Rivers Brown from a site in the Dry Creek Valley and reveals a deep purple colour as well as 

pure bouquet of currants, cassis, spice box, tabacco and earth.  I love its balance and it has full-bodied richness, ripe tannins and 

a dusty, mineral-like characther ofn the finish.  I'd be thrilled to drink botteles anytime over the coming 10-15 years. Jeb Dunnuck

USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

Richard Longoria Sta Rita Hills, California Winemaker:  Rick Longoria

Rick Longoria is one of Sta. Rita Hills veteran  producers with  a track record that is matched only by a few of his colleagues

Longoria Sta. Rita Hills Pinot Noir- 2016 6/cs 49.95$   93 W. Enthusiat

Rick Longoria has been making age-worthy Pinot Noir since the 1980s, and this bottling fits right into that legacy. Aromas of black 

plum, damp forest floor and pine wood lead into a structurally sound, very dry palate of boysenberry, tarragon, dill and smoke. 

Drink now–2036. Cellar Selection

USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

Oak Farm Winery Lodi, California

Tievoli Red Blend  (Tievoli is "I Love it" spelled backwards)-2018 12/cs 26.95$   90 pts, IWC OOPS sold out
This unique blend contains four different grape varietals from of our Estate property. Zinfandel is the backbone of this blend, 

followed by Primitivo, Barbera and Petite Sirah. The Primitivo adds earthiness to the wine, bringing the spices and earth floor 

notes. The Barbera adds the acidity backbone. It helps brighten the wine and smooth it out. Petite  Sirah strengthens the color 

and helps with the structure at the back of the palate.

Tievoli  ( I love it!) Cabernet Sauvignon-2017 12/cs 26.95$   92 Somm Selections

This Cabernet Sauvignon is deep garnet in color and composed of complex aromas of black currant, cedar, and vanilla. The wine 

is full bodied with echoing aromas on the palate, and the finish is abundant in textured tannins, yet smooth and velvety

Oak Farm Zinfandel-2017 12/cs 29.95$   92pts- Wine Enthusiast

Lodi Vineyards predominantly have a sandy loam soil. Often described at the “Zinfandel Capital of the World” as it produces an 

estimated forty percent of California’s premium Zinfandel.  Bold in color this Lodi Zinfandel has aromas of earthy eucalyptus and 

cedar. It has an elegant mouthfeel with flavors of dark fruit ending with a bright, rich, and structured finish.

Wilson Wines Spirits INC is not permitted to sell beverage alcohol, rather we facilitate an arrangement whereby you can purchase from the LCBO 
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USA CALIFORNIA Pack Price Press

Peltier Estate Winery Lodi, California

Collier Creek Cabernet Sauvignon-2018 12/cs 20.95$   95 SF competiion

Very rich and ripe, this lip-smacking wine has abundant grapey jammy blackberry-like aromas and flavors, and a 

broad, mouthfilling texture. It's well-backed by moderate tannins to balance out all that fruit

Collier Creek Pinot Noir-2017 12/cs 20.95$   Oops! Sold out.
An aroma like toasted almonds and wood smoke meets spiced plum and red-cherry flavors in this medium-bodied wine. It's an 

oaky version that maintains pretty good balance

Collier Creek Chardonnay-2017  Unoaked 12/cs 20.95$   
Classic Chardonnay from the Lodi region in California. Plenty of orchard fruits including yellow apple and bosc pear. 

The wine is rounded out with oak to give it the right amount of richness

ITALY TUSCANY Pack Price Press

Rendola Montalcino,  Tuscany

RENDOLA wines consitently produce wines that punch above their weight.

Rendola Rosso Toscana IGT-2011- Sangiovese & Merlot  13.0% 12/cs 12.95$   in LCBO
Medium ruby with a garnet hue; the aromas offer notes of dried cherry, prune, violets and black licorice; the palate is dry with 

medium body and ripe tannins; flavours carry through with a pleasant vanilla note.

ITALY VENETO  Pack Price Press

Cantina Roeno Veneto Italy

Our wines are a result of an extreme attention to detail throughout the entire production process and a deep respect of our vines

Roeno Terra Alta Pinot Grigio-2018 12/cs 17.95$   90 points J. Szabo Wine Align

A clean and flavourful pinot grigio from the Northern reaches of Itly, waxy and honeyed, medium bodied with concentration and 

depth above the mean.  Ripe Citrus and orchard fruit mingle with floral tones in a complex expresssion.  Good length too.  Fine 

Value- 90 Points John Szabo- Wine Align, Tasted July 2020

Roeno Amarone della Valpolicella 2012 6/cs 48.95$   94 J. Suckling

Complex and beautiful aromas of blackberry, spice and coffee follow through to a full body and silky and polished tannins. 

Intense fruit is tied into a firm and polished tannin backbone. Beautiful now but better in 2019. Score - 94.

ITALY VENETO  Pack Price Press

Costaruel Le Dolcirive Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco DOCG Extra Dry 6/cs 22.95$          91 Wine Align

A fragant rich Prosecco with pure aroms & flavours. Expect melon and ripe pear fruit with lemon & floral honey notes.  A 

precise very clean nose.  Palate is light to mid weight with fine lemony acidity to balance the sweetness.   Long lingering 

finish with Excellent weight.

Wilson Wines Spirits INC is not permitted to sell beverage alcohol, rather we facilitate an arrangement whereby you can purchase from the LCBO 
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ITALY TUSCANY Pack Price Press

Piemaggio Tuscany, Italy

Piemaggio sits up on the high slopes of Castellina in Chianti.  With stony, galestra laden vineyards  450 metres above sea-level 

there is very much a 'cooler climate' feel to these wines than so many in Chianti.  Based entirely within the small 'cru' called Le 

Fioraie this small (15 Hectare) farm is crafting some brilliant, finely layered wines - each with a precision and elegance 

Il Maggio Chianti Classico DOCG 2014 12/cs 21.95$   91 Wine Align

A terrific value from Castellina in Chianti.  Combines a ray of pure cherry with coffee, spice, wild herb and tobacco flavors in a 

seamless way, while sanguine and iron elements chime in on the finish. Balanced, elegant, with a lingering, complex aftertaste.  

Chianti Classico Le Fioraie- 2013 6/cs 29.95$   93 Wine Align

Firm and impressive Chianti Classico.  Terrific complex maturing nose of sundried tomato/ currant fruit, fresh basil, pepper, 

learther and some meatiness-all so well integrated.  Medium to full bodied with typical 2013 edginess, yet nice harmony.  A 

smooth centere here with fine acidity, tannin.  Excellent length.

 Piemaggio 2006 IGT   6/cs 59.95$   96 Decanter

Sangiovese and a small part of Colorino, Canaiolo and Ciliegiolo. The southwest exposure of the vineyards combined with the 

altitude 480 meters and the complexity of the soil,  bring to life a wine of excellent structure, elegance and balance. Nose is 

intense, elegant & persistent with hints of berries and violets.  Palate- well textured, elegant with superb balance between 

tannins & acidity.

Italy PIEDMONT PACK PRICE PRESS

Icardi Piedmont, Italy---------- Organic Producer

Icardi's style is renowned around the world for its significantly fruity, refined, clean and elegant wines.  Run by brother & sister 

Claudio and Mariagrazia, they have taken over from their father, who founded the winery. Claudio is an oenologist and a firm 

believer in organic and biodynamic techniques.  Icardi vineyards are in some of the best areas of Piedmont.

La Rosa Selvatica Moscato D'Asti DOC- Organic    5.5% Alcohol 6/cs 17.95$   
A graceful name for a wine with a perfume reminiscent of Wild Roses.  100% Moscato, Sweet tones are balanced with zesty &  

bubbly.   Perfect for summer sipping!

Barbera D'Asti DOCG Tabaren  2017- 13%  Organic 6/cs 18.95$   
A superb value, Tabaren is a  lush version, packed with blackberry, black currant and spice flavors, this red is firm and vibrant.  It is 

fleshy and supple with glorious fruit, abundant glycerin, depth and length.  Drink now through 2021.  Orgainic 90 points - J. 

Suckling

Langhe DOC Nebbiolio Suris Jvan-2017- Organic 6/cs 24.95$   

Surìsjvan, or "Smile of Ivan", is dedicated to Claudio's son.  Made with organically farmed fruit, the Lange Nebbiolo Surisjvan 

exhibits dark spice, mature fruit and black cherry.  There’s a strong note of cherry sweetness that penetrates the back of the 

palate.  The wine rests in lightly toasted barrique for 15 months and you definitely get some oak spice on the close .

Montubert Barbaresco DOCG 2016-  14%   Organic 6/cs 47.95$   
Montubert is named after the vineyard that makes this elegant Barbaresco DOCG.   Textbook cherry, tar and licorice flavors are 

married to a rich texture, all underlined by a firm grip of refined tannins.  Very long & well done; this is poised for a promising 

future. Best from 2016 through 2028.    

2 Glasses 

Gambero 

Rosso

Barolo DOCG Parej 2014- 14%   Organic 6/cs 49.95$   
PAREJ  "In this way" - this is how Barolo wine should be, an assemblage of Nebbiolo grapes coming from 3 different areas.  A racy 

style, featuring blueberry, black currant, violet, tar and spice flavors allied to a linear frame. Balanced and complex, building to a 

long, mineral-tinged and mouthwatering finish. Best from 2021 through 2036. 

96 points  J. 

Suckling

Wilson Wines Spirits INC is not permitted to sell beverage alcohol, rather we facilitate an arrangement whereby you can purchase from the LCBO 
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Capannelle Tuscany, Italy Winemaker-   Simone Monciatti

The winery owns 35 hectares total, 16 of which are vineyards. Here are produced 5 different wines under the

supervision of winemaker Simone Monciatti, who has been taking care of each vintage since 1984. Capannelle wines

are distributied in 35 countries all over the world and amongst our customers we have luxury hotels, Michelin starred

restaurants  and private collectors.

Capannelle SOLARE 2011 6/cs  $   56.00 93+ Robert Parker arrives 

From the Gaiole in Chianti comune, the 2011 Solare is a historic blend of 80% Sangiovese and 20% Malvasia Nera. The

wine opens to a dark garnet color with pretty crimson highlights. The bouquet is slightly evolved with drying mineral

tones followed by licorice, dried rose petal and candied cherry. The effect is delicate and graceful, and the mouthfeel

shows a fleeting sense of weightlessness. This is a special wine with a tender heart.

August

Chateau Paradis Provence, France Winemaker:   Jérémie Peckre

Chateau Paradis  offers an exceptional range of terroirs that the owners have been able to highlight over the years. Accompanied by Michel Tardieu 

and Philippe Cambie, famous oenologists in the Rhône Valley, our team produces exceptional wines that reflect the authenticity and particularity of 

our terroir.    These are terrific wines that savvy readers should snatch up! Roger Voss- Rparker .

EssenCiel Rose-2019 12/cs 18.95$     
60% Syrah , 40% Grenache and produced for restaurants only. Fresh & lively.  A nice attack with a long  & generous finish.

This Rose was made for on- premise only.  Never sold in any Retail operation so we don't submit it to wine critics for press.

Paradis Coteaux D'Aix en Provence RED 12/cs 24.95$     

 90 Wine 

Enhusiast 

Blending Cabernet Sauvignon with Grenache and Syrah, this dense wine is packed with superripe fruits. The dark tannins come 

with black chocolate from the wood aging as well as dark plum flavors.

France Beaujolais Pack Price Press

Antia Kuhnel Anita Kuhnel Wines, Beaujolais, France
I have been a big fan of André and Anita Kuhnel's wines for a number of years. The domaine was founded way back 

in 1943 by Jean-Pierre and Georgette Kuhnel, based in Morgon but expanding to Chénas and Moulin-à-Vent over 

subsequent years.  They farm 12 hectares of vines and adopt a traditional approach to winemaking that includes 

using the wooden press that Jean-Pierre first used to squash grapes back in 1943.  If you have not yet discovered 

Anita's wines, it  is time to do so.- R. Parker

Reine de Nuit Moulin a Vent-2017 6/cs 29.95$   94 Wine Enthusiast

 Owner Anita Kuhnel's is one of the few women producers in Beaujolais. The wine is complex and intense, while also well 

structured and full of smooth fruits. Velvet tannins give a sense of structure while leaving the freshness intact

Brimoncourt Champagne Champagne, France PACK PRICE PRESS

Brut Regence Brimoncourt Champagne- 6/cs 59.95$   96 J. Olivier arrives August
80% of the blend is Chardonnay from the south of Cote des Blancs, which is supposed to yield more floral wines of 

the'mineral'style of Chardonnay from the north.  This is the signature blend of this ambitious well-backed house.  Tiny bead, 

very light nose.  Flirtatius texture and not a trace of astringency nor excess acidity.  Brisk and appetising.  Easy to like with real lift- 

Jancis Robinson
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SPAIN RIOJA  PACK PRICE PRESS

Vinos Des Terrunos Rioja, Spain------------ Organic 
Vinos Terrunos was launched in 2003, but the Gilbert family has been associated with raising the profile of natural 

winemaking in Spain since 1980.

Zaumau Tempranillo Graciano- Rioja Spain 12/cs 22.95$   90 Wine Align
Modest intensity on the nose, but the palate is vibrantly flavoured, punchy and juicy, with plenty of fresh red and black berry 

fruit and the firm acid cut of graciano. I like the fine-grained but firm tannins and the salty acids; length is good to very good. All 

in all, this is a fine and fresh, fruity and clean, contemporary Rioja, made from organic grapes, with genuine, honest appeal. John 

Szabo -90 pts Wine Align

Spain ORGANIC Producer

Bodegas Xenysel Jumilla, Spain----------- Organic Producer
Xenysel is a family owned organic winery from Jumilla producing powerful, full bodied, well balanced wines. These wines regularly 

make 'best value' lists. Monastrell aka Mouvedre is the force in the blends and in most cases is the only variety used.  The resulting 

wines are similar to those of the Southern Rhone and Bandol but with a little more ripeness & a little less rusticity.

Xenysel Pie Franco 2017- 14.5 % 12/cs 15.95$   91 Decanter

This wine clearly offers excellent value for money.   Powerful, focussed peppery, smoky nose and a plump succulent palate – 

appealing and beautifully balanced. A rich and quite delicious red

Casa Maguila Toro, Spain

Quizas Reserva-2012 12/cs 23.95$   91 Robert Parker
Now comfortably resolved at 8 years of age there is some raisin inflection from this tinto toro (tempranillo) but time has 

rendered the beast tamed and friendly. It’s a rich and fruity red, of some fresh plum but more so dried with quince, guava and 

persimmon. It’s like citrus but concentrated and leathery, certainly quite interesting.  Just enough acidity is employed to 

maintain balance

Spain ORGANIC Producer PACK PRICE PRESS

Bodegas Neleman Spain                     Organic & Sustainable
The more we do right, the less we do wrong.  It's that simple.  That is why we are careful with our grapes, the vineyards and the 

nature around them. Neleman Organic Wine.  Good wine to save the world

Neleman Tempranillo Monastrell- 2019-Organic 6/cs 16.95$   90 J. Suckling

Brilliant crimson with rubyu hues in colour.  Aromatics of bright red fruits, pretty floral with a fleshy soft palate.  Displaying 

elegance and  good natural acidity   

Neleman Crianza-2015 Organic 6/cs 18.95$   
90 Gilbert & 

Gaillard

80% Monastrell, 20% Tempranillo, With a background of very seductive fruit the wine offers toasted notes, Mineral lively aromas 

and a perfectly balanced sweet tannin.

Germany Baden, Germany PACK PRICE PRESS

Franz Keller Keller is cutting edge producer out of Baden Germany.   Great value and would compete easily with Burgundy producers!

Franz Keller Pinot Noir 2014 6/cs 32.95$   
92 Wine 

Enthusiast

Whispers of fresh green herbs and lavender lend elegance and refreshment to intensely ripe yet pristine black cherry and plum 

flavors. The palate is succulent and juicy, marked by crisp, cutting acidity. Fine, velvety tannins cushion a long finish. Delicious  

now but should hold beautifully till at least 2024.
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Portugal

Mirus
MIRUS is a brand of white wines from Portugal whose identity embodies the essence of Minho, one of the most beautiful and 

richest regions of the world.  

Mirus Loureiro-2019 Vinho Verde 6/cs $16.95 arrives July 2

A fine and fragrant, fresh green fruit and white flower-scented Vinho Verde, a fairly rare pure loureiro, one of the more aromatic 

varieties in the regional mix. There's a touch of CO2 on the palate to lift the ensemble, allied to tart, lemony-limey acids. Decent 

length. Crisp, mostly dry, refreshing white wine for current enjoyment. 

Mirus Alvarinho-2017 12/cs $22.95 91 Wine Align

Mirus makes rich, salty and mineral use of varietal alvarinho from the northern limits of Vinho Verde. Monção e Melgaço is 

alvarinho territory, just south of the Minho River and this is exactly what to expect from the grape and the granite inlaid soils 

from where it comes. Really crisp, not overly acid driven and with a right, proper and correct linger. Really clean and striking 

alvarinho. Drink 2019-2022. Tasted January 2019.

Villa Reguela DOC - Douro  - 2017 6/cs $17.95
Ruby red core wine. Concentrated and complex aromas, ripe fruit with notes of vanilla due to oak barrel ageing. Very elegant and 

structured taste along with a long finish and lingering notes of ripe fruit.

Argentina Wine maker:  Maria Belen Munoz

Finca Martha Mendoza

Finca Martha Malbec-2019 12/cs 16.95$   91 points  T. Atkin
This shows generous, typical malbec mulberry fruit inset with a touch of meatiness, pepper and herbs. It is quite full 

bodied, dense, smooth and sweet-edged mid-palate with fine tannin and a slightly sour-edged finish. Lots of dusty 

Mendoza sage. Very good length. Well balanced. 

Finca Martha Gran Malbec -2018 12/cs 20.95$   91 points Wine Align
This is very nicely rich, well integrated and complex Argentine malbec. Many malbecs are fruit heavy and 

almost simple, this one builds in fine savoury/sage notes amid the easy oak spice, plus a slightly meaty 

note. It is full bodied, almost mellow on the palate but underpinned by fine acidity. The focus and length 

are excellent.  Well priced.

Australia PACK PRICE PRESS

West Cape Howe Margaret River & Western Australia

West Cape Howe Best Value producer  - Australia Wine Companion

One of the most popular wine brands in Western Australia.  Over time WCH has acquired some of the oldest vineyard resources 

in the state, giving it un-equalled access to the best and most consistent quality fruit that the cool Great Southern wine region 

has to offer.  They consistently score  5 star winery + best value producer by AWC.

West Cape Howe Shiraz -2018 12/cs 17.95$   92 points Wine Align

This is a lovely, indeed exciting wine from Western Australia. Very well focused and harmonized.  Loved the 

penetrating, fine aromas of blueberry jam, pepper, vague evergreen and background oak.  It is medium- full bodied, 

fairly dense and smooth with a firm acid core, buffed tannin and warming alcohol.  There is a sense of minerality on 

the finish as well.  Very well rendered and huge value- 92 points,  Wine Align, July 2020
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Irish Whiskey Tipperary - Ireland

Tipperary boutique distillery

"Knockmealdowns"  Single Malt Irish Whiskey-  10 year 700ml $129.00

Knockmealdowns is a series of Older whiskies celebrating the land in County Tipperary, Ireland. Double Gold- International W &S  Comp

Created from only 6 casks matured in Ireland in ex-bourbon barrels

Whiskey is cut to 47% with water from Ballindoney farm in Tipperary

Farm to bottle boutique distillery

1423 World Class Spirits

Companero Panama  Extra Anejo- 12 year old-54%
Compañero is the Spanish word for a companion, and it frames this series of products from 1423 where taste, 

complexity, and finish are ultimate keywords 700ml 67.00$   

The 54% alcohol is hidden in the chocolate notes, which brings warmth to this 12-year-old Panama rum.

Nose: Heavy dark chocolate, hot cream, and touches of citrus.

Palate:  Heavy notes of  chocolate and with notes of cocoa. This rum is marked by the casks with a bit of orange, but 

the chocolate notes outshine the most of it

Ron Esclavo XO-23Year old Ron Dominicana Solera 42% 700ml $129.00
Ron Esclavo XO is long rich and delicious blended rum aged up to 23 years.  The extra alcohol gives extra 

power and add more nuances to the palate.  Dominican Republic

Wilson Wines Spirits INC is not permitted to sell beverage alcohol, rather we facilitate an arrangement whereby you can purchase from the LCBO 

All prices are subject to  HST and bottle deposit


